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A B S T R A C T 

We present a study of synthetic observations of polarized dust emission at 353 GHz as seen by an observer within a cavity in the 
interstellar medium (ISM). The cavity is selected from a magnetohydrodynamic simulation of the local ISM with time-dependent 
chemistry, star formation, and stellar feedback in form of supernova explosions with physical properties comparable to the Local 
Bubble ones. We find that the local density enhancement together with the coherent magnetic field in the cavity walls makes 
the selected candidate a translucent polarization filter to the emission coming from beyond its domains. This underlines the 
importance of studying the Local Bubble in further detail. The magnetic field lines inferred from synthetic dust polarization data 
are qualitatively in agreement with the all-sky maps of polarized emission at 353 GHz from the Planck satellite in the latitudes 
interval 15 

◦ � | b | � 65 

◦. As our numerical simulation allows us to track the galactic mid-plane only out to distances of 250 pc, 
we exclude the region | b | � 15 

◦ from our analysis. At large galactic latitudes, our model exhibits a high degree of small-scale 
structures. On the contrary, the observed polarization pattern around the Galactic Poles is relatively coherent and regular, and 

we argue that the global toroidal magnetic field of the Milky Way is important for explaining the data at | b | � 65 

◦. We show that 
from our synthetic polarization maps, it is difficult to distinguish between an open and a closed galactic cap using the inferred 

magnetic field morphology alone. 

Key words: polarization – ISM: bubbles – ISM: general – ISM: magnetic fields. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

stronomical observations of interstellar reddening and soft-diffuse 
-rays indicate that the Sun lies within a cavity of low-density, 
igh-temperature, and warm plasma surrounded by a shell of cold, 
eutral gas and dust (see e.g. Sanders et al. 1977 ; Lucke 1978 ;
ox & Reynolds 1987 ; Snowden et al. 2015 ; Linsky & Redfield
021 ; Zucker et al. 2022 ). The edges of this cavity, commonly
alled the ‘Local Bubble’, are producing a portion of the signal 
n the observations of dust-polarized thermal emission used in the 
tudy of the Galactic magnetic field and the foreground to cosmic 
icrowave background (CMB) radiation (Planck Collaboration XLII 

016b ; Planck Collaboration IX 2020 ). Therefore, understanding 
he polarization signal produced by the Local Bubble is of crucial 
mportance for Galactic astronomy and cosmology. 

Starlight polarization at optical-to-infrared wavelengths and dust- 
olarized emission most likely arise from asymmetric dust grains that 
re aligned perpendicular to the magnetic field lines (see Andersson, 
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azarian & Vaillancourt 2015 , for a re vie w). For a long time,
xtended polarization maps were restricted to observations of the 
tellar polarization data available for a discrete set of lines of sight
LOSs; Heiles 2000 ). The convergence of the starlight polarization 
rientations towards the presumed tangent points of the local spiral 
rm moti v ated the modelling of the polarized signal as the result of
he curvature of the Galactic magnetic field (Heiles 1996 ). In that

odel, the local magnetic field closely follows the curvature of the
piral arm, as observed in other galaxies (Beck 2013 ; Borlaff et al.
021 ), and the convergence of the field lines is an effect of our
erspective as observers within the arm. 
The European Space Agency’s Planck satellite produced the first 

ll-sky map of the polarized emission from dust at sub-millimetre 
avelengths (Planck Collaboration I 2016a ). The Planck map of the
olarized emission at 353 GHz revealed a regular pattern of magnetic
eld orientations toward the Galactic caps (Planck Collaboration 
LIV 2016c ). Inspired by the regular pattern produced by the

xpansion of a super -b ubble in a uniform magnetic field, researchers
ave modelled the Planck observations as the result of a magnetic
eld frozen into the walls of an inclined spheroidal bubble (Ferriere,
ac Low & Zweibel 1991 ; Alves et al. 2018 ; Pelgrims et al.

020 ). 
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Table 1. Key properties of the Local Bubble. 

Quantity Value Reference 

Shell total mass M shell 1 . 4 × 10 6 M � Zucker et al. ( 2022 ) 
Shell expansion velocity v shell 6 . 7 km s −1 Zucker et al. ( 2022 ) 
Thermal pressure P / k B 10 700 cm 

−3 K Snowden et al. ( 2014 ) 
Mean field strength < | B | > 0.5 to 2 μG Xu & Han ( 2019 ) 
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In this paper, we present a study of the polarization im-
rint produced by a Local Bubble-like cavity identified in
agnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations of a multiphase stratified
edium with o v erall properties selected to match the Milk y Way at

he solar radius. The numerical simulations are part of the SImulating
he Life-Cycle of molecular Clouds (SILCC) project (Walch et al.
015 ; Girichidis et al. 2016 ). Once the candidate cavity has been
elected, the radiative transfer (RT) code POLARIS (Reissl, Wolf
 Brauer 2016 ; Reissl et al. 2019 ) is used to produce synthetic

ust polarization emission maps at 353 GHz for an observer placed
nside the bubble analogue. Thanks to the RT simulations, the 3D
nformation remains accessible along each LOS and the origin of the
olarized signal can be explored. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , the known

roperties of the Local Bubble are re vie wed. Section 3 presents the
HD numerical simulations, the bubble selection process, and the
ethod used to identify the cavity walls. Section 4 describes the post-

rocessing set-up used to produce the synthetic observations. The
esults are discussed in Section 5 and the conclusions are presented
n Section 6 . 

 PROPERTIES  O F  T H E  L O C A L  BU BBLE  

he Local Bubble is thought to be the product of star formation and
uperno va (SN) e xplosions that occurred o v er the past 10–15 Myr, as
ecently reconstructed by Zucker et al. ( 2022 ). The modelling of the
avity expansion and the tracing back of the solar orbit indicates that
he Sun entered the Local Bubble approximately 5 Myr ago. Addi-
ional SN e xplosions hav e been linked to anomalous concentrations
f the radionuclide 60 Fe in deep-sea layers dating from about 2.2 Myr
go (Breitschwerdt et al. 2016 ; Schulreich et al. 2018 ). The mass of
as swept away by the SN explosions, and which now forms the
hell, has been estimated in M shell = (1 . 4 ± 0 . 6) × 10 6 M � and this
hell is still expanding with a velocity of v shell = (6 . 7 ± 0 . 4) km s −1 

Zucker et al. 2022 ). 
The high-temperature plasma enclosed by the Local Bubble shell

as identified as the source of the unexpectedly intense diffuse flux of
 . 25 keV X-rays observed over the whole sky by the ROSAT satellite
Snowden et al. 1997 ; Galeazzi et al. 2014 ; Puspitarini et al. 2014 ;
nowden et al. 2015 ). The nature of the inner environment of the
ocal Bubble, whether it consists of a low-density million-degree
lasma (10 6 K) heated by SN shocks or a combination of hot and
arm (10 000–20 000 K) components, is still a subject of ongoing
ebate (see e.g. Linsky & Redfield 2021 ). 
The Local Bubble was identified as the origin of the high-latitude

adio emission measured by the ARCADE 2 balloon-borne telescope
nd other instruments at frequencies below about 3 GHz (Sun et al.
008 ; Krause & Hardcastle 2021 ). More recently, the dusty boundary
f the Local Bubble was mapped using the extinction in the emission
rom stars with known distances (Lallement et al. 2014 ; Zucker
t al. 2022 ). 

Table 1 summarizes the main Local Bubble properties, which are
eri ved as follo ws. The thermal pressure of the plasma in the Local
NRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 
ubble P / k B = 10 700 cm 

−3 K is derived from the combination
f the magnetic field measurement outside of the heliosphere by
he Voyager 1 spacecraft and the soft X-rays observations from
ounding rockets and the ROSAT satellite (Snowden et al. 2014 ).
he X-ray emission leads to a thermal electron density n e,X = (4.68
0.47) × 10 −3 cm 

−3 , which is typical for superbubbles, including
-ray bright ones, as shown in 3D numerical simulations (see e.g.
rause et al. 2013a , b ). 
Using the Faraday rotation measure (RM) of 494 pulsars within

 kpc from the Sun, Xu & Han ( 2019 ) estimated that the Local
ubble edge is located at between 80 and 140 pc from the Sun.
hese observations indicate that the Local Bubble’s mean magnetic
eld strength is between 0.5 and 2.0 μG. For eight pulsars close

o the edge of the Local Bubble, Xu & Han ( 2019 ) report a mean
ispersion measure (DM) of 42 cm 

−3 pc with a standard deviation of
0 cm 

−3 pc, which corresponds to a column of free, thermal electrons
 e = (1.3 ± 0.6) × 10 20 cm 

−2 . 
The column density of free electrons and the RM are most likely

roduced by the bubble wall, in the ionized mixing layer between the
ubble interior and the cold shell (Xu & Han 2019 ). Warm clouds
ithin the Local Bubble have characteristic sizes of several parsecs

nd electron densities of the order of n e,WC = 10 −1 cm 

−3 (see e.g.
ry & Jenkins 2017 ; Linsky, Redfield & Tilipman 2019 ). Assuming
 total warm cloud path length of 10 pc, the corresponding free
lectron column is N e,wc = 3 × 10 18 cm 

−2 . Hence, neither the hot X-
ay plasma nor the warm clouds and filaments contribute significantly
o the pulsar DMs. 

 SIMULATED  L O C A L  BU BBLE  

.1 Simulation and selection of the bubble 

e identify a Local Bubble candidate in the set of numerical
imulations presented in Girichidis et al. ( 2018 ) and Girichidis
 2021 ), which are part of the SILCC project (Walch et al. 2015 ;
irichidis et al. 2016 ). These simulations consider a multiphase
edium in a domain of a 500 × 500 × 500 pc 3 with conditions close

o the local neighbourhood in terms of the total gas surface density
 〈 � gas 〉 = 10 M � pc −2 ), the velocity dispersion ( 〈 v gas 〉 ∼ 10 km s −1 ),
he average magnetization ( B ∼ 0 . 1 − 10 μG) as well as the chem-
cal composition and the local rate of SN explosions (see Girichidis
t al. 2018 ). The simulations run with an adaptive mesh refinement
ith the highest resolution set to 0 . 98 pc . 
The initial gas distribution is stratified following a Gaussian profile

ith a scale height of 60 pc , aiming to reproduce the conditions in
 portion of the Galactic plane approximately at the solar radius.
he gas is initially at rest and in pressure equilibrium. The initial
agnetic field is set along the x direction and has a central intensity

f B ( z = 0) = 3 μG, that scales in the vertical direction as B ( z) = B ( z
 0)( ρ( z)/ ρ( z = 0)) 1/2 . 
The simulations include SN feedback, which stirs the medium

nd creates a three-phase medium comparable to the observed
ocal interstellar medium (ISM). The individual and clustered SN
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xplosions create dense filaments and clouds of cold gas, mainly in 
he regions in which shells collide, and hot voids, primarily close to
he local explosion sites of clustered SN. 

We collect a series of snapshots from the simulations and proceed 
y selecting a set of bubbles by eye in each time-step. For each bubble, 
e compute the average density, the total mass in ionized gas, and the
ass- and volume-weighted magnetic field and temperature in order 

o identify the cavity whose properties best match the Local Bubble. 
ur candidate bubble results from the explosion of 17 clustered 
N explosions, in agreement with the 14–20 SN events that appear 

o be responsible for the Local Bubble (Fuchs et al. 2006 ). In our
imulation, the gas mass swept away by the SN explosions is M shell ∼
 × 10 5 M �, an order of magnitude lower compared to Zucker et al.
 2022 ). Ho we ver, we w ould lik e to emphasize that the total energy
riving the expansion of the cavity is more important than the shell
ass. For one thing, the measured mass of the shell around the bubble

epends on the integration length and the structure of the surrounding
edium. In particular, if the vicinity of the bubble is highly structured
 significant fraction of the shell mass is located in small concentrated
louds. In fact, in the Paper of Zucker et al. ( 2022 ) the estimate of the
hell mass around the Local Bubble includes the nearby clouds such 
s Taurus and Ophiuchus (pri v ate communication), which we do not
ave in our simulation. Consequently, the amount of locally concen- 
rated mass only occupies a very small solid angle and the analysis of
he full sky around the Local Bubble is only marginally affected by
uch high density nearby clouds. Moreo v er, we aim to select a cavity
hat best fits the properties of the Local Bubble, but we are aware of
he impossibility of finding a perfect candidate. For more information 
n the simulations setup and on the selection of the candidate cavity,
e refer the reader to Appendix A and to Girichidis ( 2021 ). 
Fig. 1 shows the gas density, the gas temperature, and the total
agnetic field strength for the candidate bubble in cuts through the 

entre. The bottom panel of Fig. 1 also reports the dust temperature
omputed by POLARIS , as further discussed in Section 4 . The
gure illustrates that our cavity is not isolated but surrounded by 
ther expanding bubbles, which influence each other as they expand. 
his picture is in agreement with the observed structure of the local

SM, where the Local Bubble coexists with other SN-blown cavities 
see e.g. Soler, Bracco & Pon 2018 ; Bracco et al. 2020 ; Bialy et al.
021 ; Zucker et al. 2022 ). Moreo v er, since the selected cavity has an
pen and a closed cap, we can study the differences in polarization
roperties and column density between the two configurations; this 
as observational value because evidence suggests that the local 
nterstellar cavity could be open in the Galactic halo, forming the 
o-called Local Chimney (Cox & Smith 1974 ; Welsh et al. 1999 ;
allement et al. 2003 ; Zucker et al. 2022 ). 

.2 Defining the walls of the simulated bubble 

nce we identify a possible Local Bubble candidate in the simula-
ions, we determine the inner surface of the cavity using the column
ensity maps provided by POLARIS . POLARIS allows an angular 
ampling of the celestial sphere according to a HEALPIX pixelization 
G ́orski et al. 2005 ). We measure the emerging polarization signal
nd the column density values on 70 concentric spheres centred on 
he cavity and with an increasing radius step of 5 pc. Each sphere is
ivided into 786 432 pixels, corresponding to the HEALPIX parameter 
 side = 256 and to an angular resolution of 13 . ′ 7. 
For each LOS, we construct a radial profile of the column density
 H ( r ), with r being the distance from the cavity centre i.e. the
bserver. We define the radius of the Local Bubble inner surface 
 r in ) as the distance from the cavity centre, starting from the observer
nd going outward, at the location where N H has its first relative
ncrease greater than 0.9 per cent. We choose this value empirically
fter several attempts. We a v oid the selection of isolated dense
tructures within the cavity by setting a threshold on temperature 
nd magnetic field strength. If the temperature and magnetic field at
he selected point are greater than 10 4 . 5 K and less than 10 −1 . 2 μG, it
s not registered as part of the cavity wall. 

The outer surface of the Local Bubble candidate is established 
ollowing the procedure defined in Pelgrims et al. ( 2020 ), where the
eometry of the Local Bubble shell is determined using the relative
alues of the observed dust density. In their work, they draw LOSs
tarting from the Sun and going outward, with a radial sampling
tep of 2.5 pc, and, for each LOS, they compute the differential
xtinction A 

′ 
V ( r). The inner surface of the Local Bubble, r inner , is then

efined as the distance to the first point where the curve has a change
rom conv e x to concav e. Similarly, the outer surface of the cavity is
efined as the point, after r inner , where A 

′ 
V ( r) changes from concave to

onv e x. 
We use the Pelgrims et al. ( 2020 ) method to determine the outer

hell of our Local Bubble candidate, giving as input the inner surface
adius previously computed. We smooth the N H HEALPIX maps with 
 Gaussian symmetric beam ( σ = 0.015 rad) and we compute, for
ach LOS, the differential of the column density � N H ( r ) and its first
nd second deri v ati ves with respect to the radius. The outer surface
adius ( r out ) is set to be the distance where the curves have their first
nflection point beyond the inner wall. Due to the complexity of gas
istribution, this method to find the Local Bubble walls may fail in
ome directions but we can confirm this is only the case for a small
ercentage of LOSs. We show the differential column density curves 
or eight LOSs selected in the x –y plane in Fig. 2 . We calculate the
avity thickness as the mean value of r out − r in , which for our cavity
esults in ∼14 pc. The HEALPIX spherical-coordinate information, 
hich describes the computed distance to the Local Bubble walls 

long every LOS, is later used in this paper to select the part of the
ubble enclosed by the outer wall and to study its influence on the
olarization of light. 
In Fig. 3 , the gas density is depicted together with the inner and

uter surfaces; in Fig. 4 , a full-sky map of the distance to the inner
urface of the cavity is presented. For the orientation convention of
he full-sky map, we refer the reader to Section 4.3 . 

 R A D I AT I V E  TRANSFER  SI MULATI ON  

ll the results presented here are obtained with the same post-
rocessing scheme. To compute the dust temperature, the dust 
rain alignment efficiency and to produce synthetic polarization 
aps with the relative Stokes’ parameters, we make use of the
T code POLARIS . We refer the reader to Appendix B and to
eissl et al. ( 2016 ) for a more in-depth view of the POLARIS RT

cheme. 

.1 Post-processing set-up 

s a first step, we calculate with POLARIS the dust temperature and the
rain alignment efficiency, having given as input the gas density, the
as temperature, the magnetic fields, the dust model, and the sources
f emitting photons. Our dust component is based on a canonical
odel of the ISM, with a constant dust-to-gas ratio m dust / m gas = 0.01

n each grid cell and it consists of a mixture of astronomical silicate
37 . 5 per cent ) and graphite (62 . 5 per cent ) materials. To trace dust
olarization, we consider non-spherical dust grains with a size range 
rom a min = 5 nm to a max = 200 nm and a size distribution following
MNRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 
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Figure 1. From top to bottom: gas number density ( n g ), total magnetic field strength ( B ), gas temperature ( T g ), and dust temperature ( T d ) in 1-pc-thick cuts of 
the simulation domain centred on the Local Bubble candidate. The top panel shows the orientation of the magnetic field, in c yan pseudo-v ectors normalized to 
| B max | ; the position of the observer used in the synthetic observations is shown as a yellow cross. 
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 power law of N d ( a ) ∝ a −3.5 , where a is the ef fecti ve radius of
 non-spherical dust grain equi v alent to the volume of a sphere
f the same mass (Dohnanyi 1969 ; Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck
977 ). 
As a source of emitting photons, we assume a Mathis’ interstellar

adiation field (ISRF; Mathis, Mezger & Panagia 1983 ; Camps et al.
015 ) which takes into account the typical stellar emission and the
ust thermal radiation in the Milky Way as well as the contribution
NRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 
f the CMB. For the ISRF, we assume a strength factor G 0 = 1.6
ith 2 × 10 8 photon packages, which is a good compromise between

un-time and noise. 
As a second step, we perform a ray-tracing simulation at a

requency of 353 GHz for an observer placed at the very centre
f the cavity. We use the same setup adopted to find the bubble
alls: 70 concentric spheres spaced by 5 pc apart are used to

ample the celestial sphere according to the HEALPIX pixelization
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Figure 2. Radial profiles of the differential column density d N H ( r )/d r are 
shown for eight LOSs in the x –y plane equally spaced by 45 ◦. The inner and 
outer boundaries of the selected cavity, as computed in Section 3.2 , are 
indicated on each curve with a filled circle and triangle, respectively. 
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Figure 4. Mollweide projection of the distance to the inner surface of the 
Local Bubble candidate, r in , as identified using the method described in 
Section 3.2 . 

Table 2. Synthetic observations o v erview. 

Simulation name Density field Magnetic field 

S0 Original Original 
S0justLB Enclosed by the outer edge Original 
S0uniB Original B = (1.8 μG ) ˆ x 
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G ́orski et al. 2005 , N side = 256). POLARIS returns, for each LOS,
he column density, the optical depth, and the relative Stokes’ 
ector S = ( I , Q , U , V ) T , where I is the total intensity, Q and U
epresent the linear polarization, and V is the circular polarization. 
or each LOS, we can therefore determine the linear polarized 

ntensity P l , the degree of linear polarization p l , and the polarization
ngle ψ , 

 l = 

√ 

Q 

2 + U 

2 , p l = 

P 

I 
, ψ = 

1 

2 
tan −1 

(U 

Q 

)
. (1) 
igure 3. Gas number density at the simulation mid-planes. The yellow and red l
ubble candidate, respectively. The yellow cross represents the observer’s position
e emphasize that at 353 GHz the dust polarization is perpendicular
o the magnetic field and ψ needs to be rotated by 90 ◦ to infer the
agnetic field orientation. 

.2 Line-of-sight analysis technique 

he transport of radiation is a 3D problem but, unfortunately, in any
stronomical observation of radiation emitted by the dust one of the
patial dimensions is lost. The advantage of synthetic observations 
ade with an RT post-processing technique is that the 3D information 

emains accessible along each LOS and, as a consequence, the 
MNRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 

ine segments mark the position of the inner and outer surfaces of the Local 
. 

t Andrew
s Library user on 05 February 2024
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 1 , but for the first deri v ati ve of the linearly polarized flux at 353 GHz along the LOS, d P 353 /d r = ( P 353 ( r + d r ) − P 353 ( r ))/d r , calculated 
in the synthetic observation produced using POLARIS . The red (blue) colours correspond to increases (decreases) in P 353 along each LOS towards an observer at 
the position at the centre marked by a yellow cross, respectively. The concentric ring regular pattern visible in the images is due to the finite number of detectors 
used to sample the rays of light. 
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rigin of the polarized signal can be explored in hindsight. The
rocedure is similar to that introduced in Reissl et al. ( 2020b ).
o track the polarization signal, we defined a series of concentric
EALPIX detectors; in such a way, we can e v aluate the first deri v ati ve
f the signal along each path element d r of the LOS as 

x i ( r) = 

x i ( r + d r) − x i (d r) 

d r 
, (2) 

here x can represent e.g. the intensity or the polarized intensity,
nd the index i stands for a distinct position along a certain LOS,
.e. a pixel of the HEALPIX map. Using the just defined quantity and
omputing its cumulative, we can evaluate the accumulated value x
p to a given distance 

 i ( r) = 

∫ r 

0 
�x i ( r 

′ ) d r ′ , (3) 

here r is the distance from the observer. We study the origin of the
olarization signal along all LOSs and the contribution of the local
nvironment, i.e. the cavity walls, to the properties of the received
ight. 

.3 Mollweide and orthographic projections orientation 

e present full-sky maps and orthographic views of the data whose
rientation is decided and defined as follows. 
The orientation of the maps is constrained by the initial magnetic

eld orientation of our simulation (parallel to the x -axis; see Section
.1 ) and by the one observed in our location in the Milky W ay. W e
herefore set the centre of the full-sky maps, ( l , b ) = (0 ◦, 0 ◦), to
oincide with the LOS that propagates from the observer toward the
y direction in the x − y plane; here l and b are the longitude and the

atitude, respectively. The −y direction can be considered as the LOS
oward the hypothetical galactic centre of our simulation. Moving
rom ( l , b ) = (0 ◦, 0 ◦) to the left (positive increase in longitude) is
qui v alent to moving in a clockwise direction in the x –y plane from
he starting LOS; moving from centre to the right is instead equi v alent
o moving in a counterclockwise direction. 
NRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 
In the orthographic projections, the left-hand and right-hand panels
ouch at l = −90 ◦; l = 0 ◦ coincide with the lower point of the circle.

 RESULTS  A N D  DI SCUSSI ON  

e expect the walls of the cavity to have an impact on the polarization
bservations performed inside it, since dust will act both as a
olarizing filter and as a source of polarized light alike. Indeed,
ompared to the larger scale environment, the bubble edges have
 greater dust density, as a natural result of the cavity expansion;
oreo v er, the y are crossed by magnetic field lines that are expected

o be coherent at least at latitudes smaller than 65 ◦. This coherence
ay not be observable at the poles ( | b | > 65 ◦), where the expansion

an open the bubble causing the tangling of field lines. We also expect
nhanced magnetic field strength in the cavity walls (see second
anel of Fig. 1 ) due to the squeezing of the field lines into a thin
hell. Such a cold, dense, and dusty environment crossed by strong
nd, in some places, coherent magnetic field lines are fundamental
or having dust grain alignment and subsequent polarization (see e.g.
oang & Lazarian 2009 ; Hughes et al. 2009 ). 
To study the influence of the bubble o v er polarization, we produce
aps of synthetic Stokes’ parameters for three different set-ups: the

riginal simulation (S0), the case in which only the part enclosed by
he outer surface of the bubble is considered (S0justLB), and the case
here the magnetic field is set only along the x direction (S0uniB)
ith a strength equal to the mean value of the magnetic field B of the

imulation. In Table 2 , we list an o v erview of the RT post-processing
imulations. 

In this section, we discuss in detail the influence that the presence
f the cavity has on the column density ( N H ), on the linear polarized
ux ( P l ), and on the linear polarization fraction ( p l ) as received
y an observer placed inside the bubble. We present the magnetic
eld lines direction as inferred by the dust polarization angles at
53 GHz and we compare them qualitatively with those observed
or the Milky Way by the Planck mission. We end the discussion by
riefly comparing an open cap with a closed one and pointing out
ome limits of our work. 
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Figure 6. Column density ( N H ), linearly polarized flux ( P l ), and linear polarization fraction ( p l ) o v er distance, as seen by an observer placed at the centre of 
the cavity, along eight LOSs in the x –y plane. The eight LOSs chosen are presented in the upper left panel and are the same as Fig. 2 . 
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.1 Cavity and obser v ed polarized emission 

n Fig. 5 , we present the first deri v ati ve of the linearly polarized flux,
t 353 GHz, along all the LOSs that lie within the mid-planes as they
pproach the observer from outside of the simulation domain. From 

he comparison of these cuts with the corresponding gas density cuts 
dust to gas ratio is 1 per cent ), in the top panel of Fig. 1 , it is clearly
isible that the linearly polarized dust emission is correlated to the 
ust density. Inside the simulated cavities, where the material has 
een swept away by the energy of SN explosions, there is negligible
ust emission; this emission becomes instead important in the densest 
arts of the simulation, specifically at the cavity walls where magnetic 
elds are stronger and coherent. 
We use the POLARIS ray-tracing simulation to sample the Stokes’ 

arameters and the column density values while the rays are ap- 
roaching the observer at the centre of the bubble, as described in
ection 4.2 . In Fig. 6 , we report the value of N H , P l , and p l with respect

o the distance from the centre for eight selected LOSs chosen in the
 –y plane and spaced by an angle of 45 ◦. Starting from r = 0 pc
nd moving away from the centre, these three quantities undergo an 
brupt change in their values as the inner edge of the cavity is crossed.
oving further through the cavity wall more material is taken into 

ccount and this results in a constant increase of N ; instead, the
H a
alues of P l and p l change more randomly since they depend on the
oherence of the magnetic field lines orientation along the LOS as
ell as the local dust grain alignment efficiency (see e.g. Lazarian &
oang 2007 ; Reissl et al. 2020a ). 
In Fig. 7 , we report the normalized two-dimensional histograms for 

ll the LOSs that lie within a given latitude interval [ b ∈ ( − 2 ◦, 2 ◦) ;
 − 20 ◦, 20 ◦) ]. The 5th, 95th, and 99th percentiles, together with
he median, are plotted. The mean distance to the inner surface of
he cavity is reported as a vertical line. In these plots, we find a
onfirmation of the influence of the edges of the bubble on N H , P l ,
nd p l , since these quantities have a consistent variation in their
alues in correspondence of the cavity borders. 

We isolate the contribution from the bubble edges to N H , I , P l ,
nd p l by considering the S0justLB set-up. We report the resulting
alues for S0 and S0justLB in Table 3 . The comparison between
he obtained values indicates that the contribution of the edges of
he Local Bubble is not negligible with respect to that of the whole
imulation. 

We know from real observations that the Bubble boundary can 
e identified as the distance from the observer where the linear
olarization fraction in the V band reaches a value of ≈0.1 per cent
Gontcharov & Mosenkov 2019 ). To check if our simulations are in
greement with observations, we use the S0justLB set-up and the 
MNRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 
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Figure 7. Two-dimensional normalized histograms for the column density, the linearly polarized flux, and the linear polarization fraction for all the LOSs that 
lie within the galactic latitude range indicated in each row. The black solid lines show the 5th, 95th, and 99th percentiles of the data and the median. The black 
dotted vertical lines indicate the average distance to the inner surface of the Local Bubble candidate. 

Table 3. Comparison of the column density , intensity , linearly polarized flux, and polarization fraction between 
S0 and S0justLB. The quantities are computed using all the LOSs and only the LOSs at low and intermediate 
latitudes (15 ◦ ≤ | b | ≤ 65 ◦). 

Quantity Simulation Mean Median 
All 15 ◦ ≤ | b | ≤ 65 ◦ All 15 ◦ ≤ | b | ≤ 65 ◦

log 10 ( N H ) ( cm 

−2 ) S0 20 .97 20 .76 20 .72 20 .60 
S0justLB 20 .34 20 .21 20 .12 19 .97 

I (MJy sr −1 ) S0 0 .324 0 .210 0 .198 0 .151 
S0justLB 0 .082 0 .063 0 .05 0 .036 

P l (MJy sr −1 ) S0 0 .032 0 .016 0 .013 0 .009 
S0justLB 0 .009 0 .006 0 .005 0 .003 

p l (per cent) S0 8 .093 7 .214 7 .794 6 .913 
S0justLB 9 .991 9 .621 10 .081 9 .517 
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elation presented in Planck Collaboration ( 2015 ), 

 P / p = 

P S 

p V 
= [5 . 4 ± 0 . 3] MJy sr −1 , (4) 

here P S is the linear polarized flux at 353 GHz and p V is the
olarization fraction in the visible band. This relation correlates the
olarization properties in the sub-millimetre band with the ones in the
isible. We obtain a median threshold value for p V of ≈0.12 per cent,
hich is comparable with the work of Gontcharov & Mosenkov

 2019 ). 
NRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 
.2 Cavity and polarization angle 

e use the Stokes parameters from the RT simulations to compute
he polarization angles from the dust emission, which we rotate by
0 ◦ to obtain the plane-of-the-sky magnetic field orientation. Fig.
 presents Mollweide and orthographic projections centred at the
alactic poles for the column density, log 10 ( N H ), and the inferred
agnetic field orientation for the three set-ups described in Table 2 .
e consider the results into three distinct regions of the sky: the disc
id-plane ( | b | < 15 ◦), low to intermediate latitudes (15 ◦ ≤ | b | ≤

5 ◦), and the galactic polar regions ( | b | > 65 ◦). 
The Mollweide projection of S0, presented in the top panel of

ig. 8 , shows that the magnetic field lines toward the disc mid-
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Figure 8. Mollweide ( left ) and orthographic projections centred at the galactic poles ( right ) of the column density, N H , and the plane-of-the-sky magnetic field 
derived from the synthetic 353 GHz polarization, shown by the colours and the drapery pattern, respectively. The drapery pattern is obtained using the line 
integral convolution (Cabral & Leedom 1993 ) of the rotated dust polarization vectors. From top to bottom, the panels correspond to the synthetic observations 
S0, S0justLB, and S0uniB, as introduced in Table 2 . 

Figure 9. The same as Fig. 8 but for actual observational 353 GHz dust emission and polarization data of the Planck mission. 
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Figure 10. Mollweide ( left ) and orthographic projections ( right ) of the dust polarization angle difference corresponding to the magnetic field orientation 
presented in Fig. 8 . Top panel : difference between the simulations S0 and S0justLB. Middle panel : difference between S0 and S0uniB. Bottom panel : difference 
between S0justLB and S0uniB. 
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lane and at low and intermediate galactic latitudes are relatively
omogeneous and parallel to the galactic plane. This homogeneity
nd orientation are also observed in S0justLB, shown in the middle
anel of Fig. 8 , where only the volume enclosed by the Local Bubble
andidate is considered. In both the set-ups, we find the convergence
f the magnetic field lines tow ard tw o points in the galactic plane,
oinciding with the directions of ( l , b ) ≈ ( ±90 ◦, 0 ◦). 

We interpret the similarity between S0 and S0justLB at low
nd intermediate galactic latitudes to indicate that the cavity in
he simulation inherits the initial mean field orientation from its
nvironment. This is in agreement with theoretical models that
ssume flux-freezing, i.e. perfect coupling between the matter and
he field, to model the magnetic field morphology in the surface
f an expanding bubble (see e.g. Ferriere et al. 1991 ; Alves et al.
018 ; Pelgrims et al. 2020 ). This assumption, added to the general
eometry of the expanding shell, results in a relatively homogeneous
eld parallel to the wall of the cavity and converging towards the poles
NRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 
et by the initial field orientation. Ho we ver, at high galactic latitudes,
here is a clear discrepancy between our synthetic observations and
he homogeneous field lines expected from theoretical models, as we
iscuss later. 
In Fig. 9 , we present the equi v alent of Fig. 8 but using the data from

he Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration I 2016a ). A comparison
etween our numerical simulation with observational data at | b
 � 15 ◦ makes little sense because we are only able to trace the
alactic mid-plane within our simulation domain, that is, out to a
istance of 250 pc. At low and intermediate galactic latitudes, the
omparison is more meaningful, as the dust exponential scale heights
n the Milky Way are around 100 and 90 pc for the cold and warm
omponents, respectively, (see e.g. Misiriotis et al. 2006 ). At these
atitudes, we note that our magnetic field lines show a morphological
attern that is qualitatively in agreement with the Planck data at
53 GHz. In our synthetic observations, the homogeneous magnetic
eld results from the initial conditions in the simulation, which is
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 7 , but for the Northern (closed) and Southern (open) galactic caps, defined for the galactic latitudes b > + 65 ◦ and b < −65 ◦, 
respectively. 
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n initial magnetic field aligned along the x direction. In the case
f Planck , it is the product of the Galactic magnetic field, which is
ost likely parallel to the Galactic plane, integrated along the whole 
OS, although there are a few regions in the Planck map where the
bserved field orientation seems to be produced by nearby clouds, 
 ven at lo w Galactic latitudes, as, for example, toward the Pipe
ebula (Alves & Franco 2007 ; Soler et al. 2016 ). Towards the galactic

aps, the reconstructed magnetic field lines exhibit high turbulence 
nd non-homogeneity, contrasting with the Planck observations and 
he previously mentioned theoretical models. 

We present the differences in dust polarization angles between 
he three RT set-ups in Fig. 10 , which illustrate the variations
f the polarization pattern among these configurations. The angle 
ifferences between S0 and S0justLB highlight the deviation in 
he projected field orientation between the Local Bubble candidate 
nd the background. If the contributions from the cavity to the 
bserved polarization orientation are negligible, we would see large 
ngle differences. If the candidate Local Bubble is the dominant 
ignal determining the observed polarization orientation, we would 
ee negligible angle differences. We find that the angle differences 
re close to 0 ◦ for most of the sky, but there are a considerable
umber of LOSs for which the difference is up to 90 ◦. This suggests
hat while the dust and magnetic field in the shell of the Local
ubble candidate plays a fundamental role in creating the observed 
olarization patterns, it is not solely responsible for the signal across
he whole sky. 

The high turbulence of the reconstructed magnetic field lines for 
ur cavity caps is confirmed by the differences in angles between S0
nd S0uniB and S0justLB and S0uniB, as shown in the middle and
ottom panels of Fig. 10 . These significant differences are particu-
arly prominent towards the southern galactic cap, which can be ex-
lained by the fact that the simulated Local Bubble is open in that di-
ection. The northern cap also exhibits substantial angle differences, 
specially in the y direction, that is, orthogonal to the initial mean field 
rientation. Most likely, the non-regularity and non-homogeneity of 
he polarization angle towards the poles are caused by the bubble
xpansion, which is responsible for the ejection of material from the
isc and the possible break-up of the cavity towards the poles, with
he consequence that the magnetic field lines become tangled. 

Our results indicate that variations in the field direction introduced 
y either turbulence in the shell or the fragmentation of its walls are
ignificant in explaining the morphological pattern obtained for our 
ocal Bubble candidate. These effects are typically not included in 

he flux-freezing theoretical models (see e.g. Ferriere et al. 1991 ).
o we ver, our MHD simulations do not incorporate a global toroidal
agnetic field component, which is typically present in rotationally 
MNRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 
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upported spiral galaxies (Beck 2013 ; Borlaff et al. 2021 ). This leads
o a dichotomy: either the Local Bubble is singularly homogeneous
n comparison to the bubble produced in our simulations, or the
omogeneous field orientation observed towards the poles in the
lanck polarization data is a result of the combined effects of the
ust and magnetic field present behind the Local Bubble. 
Further investigation is required to determine whether the plane-

f-the-sky field homogeneity at high Galactic latitudes can be
ttributed to the field in the Local Bubble shell or a coherent large-
cale field component is necessary. Resolving these issues requires
he analysis of numerical simulations that produce realistic Local
ubble analogues embedded in a highly resolved full disc galaxy.
hese are not available yet. 

.3 Open versus closed cap 

N explosions generate expanding bubbles that can break out of the
alactic disc and subsequently expand into the halo. This is one of the
nown processes that can cause the galactic fountain flows (see e.g.
regman 1980 ; Bish et al. 2019 ; Grand et al. 2019 ). Observational
vidence suggests that the Local Bubble shell has been blown out
f the disc abo v e and below the Galactic plane, and could be a
alactic chimney (Welsh et al. 1999 ). Our Local Bubble candidate
as an open and a closed cap, which will break in turn in about
0 Myr, as observed from the analysis of the subsequent snapshots.
e would like to know if it is possible to distinguish between the

wo configurations through polarization observations. 
In Fig. 11 , we report the relative normalized 2D-Histograms

egarding N H , P l , and p l . As expected, the open cap presents low
olumn density and low polarized flux values compared to the
losed one. This is due to the fact that in the south direction, the
as has been swept from the simulation domain, and the radiation
ncounters, during its path towards the observer, just some rarefied
nd isolated clouds of gas that are still inside the bubble; see for
xample, the top panel of Fig. 1 . Furthermore, N H and P l in the case
f an open cap do not undergo a sharp change in their values as in
he case of a closed one. 

From the orthographic projection in the top panel of Fig. 8 , the
agnetic field morphology towards the caps can be appreciated. We

ote that it would be difficult to determine which one is the open and
he closed cap, just from the field morphology alone. 

.4 Caveats 

o produce our synthetic observations, we choose a simulation that
ollows the dynamical evolution of the complex multiphase ISM
n a 500 × 500 × 500 pc 3 volume. The physical properties of the
nvironment, such as the gas density, gas temperature, and magnetic
eld in our simulation are comparable to the ones of the solar
eighbourhood, although cosmic rays are missing. The resolution of
ur simulation (512 cells per side) allows us to resolve the structure
f the ISM in the walls of the Local Bubble candidate, but it limits
ur study to a portion of the ISM and not to an entire galaxy. 
To study the influence of the bubble on the polarization data

eceived by an observer inside it, we isolate the shell of the cavity.
o we ver, we ackno wledge that our method may not accurately

dentify the bubble walls in certain directions due to the complexity
f gas distribution. Nevertheless, we evaluate the robustness of our
esults by making slight manual adjustments to the thickness of the
ubble walls. We confirm that these modifications do not significantly
ffect our results. 

In our simulation, we have SN explosions which are responsible
or blowing cavities that structure the ISM similarly to ours and for
NRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 
jecting material from the disc, although it is possible that we are
nderestimating the amount of ejected gas and dust, or that the ejected
aterial is lost from the simulation domain. The ideal numerical set-

p for this study should include the large-scale field resulting from
he Galactic dynamics and the numerical resolution to detail the
tructure of the Local Bubble candidates. Ho we ver, such a numerical
xperiment is challenging for the current computational facilities. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e performed an analysis of synthetic dust polarization observations
or an observer in the centre of a simulated SN-blown cavity with
roperties similar to the Local Bubble around the Sun. We found
hat the Local Bubble w alls mak e a non-negligible contribution to
he polarized radiation at 353 GHz detected inside the cavity. This
tresses the importance of studying the Local Bubble in detail since
ll electromagnetic information from objects beyond the cavity must
e observed through this local veil of material. 
Specifically, we compared our synthetic dust polarization maps

ith data from the Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration I 2016 a).
or this, we distinguished three distinct regions on the sky: the disc
id-plane ( | b | < 15 ◦), low to intermediate latitudes (15 ◦ ≤ | b | ≤

5 ◦), and the galactic polar regions ( | b | > 65 ◦). 
Because the numerical simulation we used to extract the cavity

nly allows us to trace the galactic mid-plane out to a distance
f 250 pc (Girichidis et al. 2018 ; Girichidis 2021 ), comparing to
bservational data at | b | � 15 ◦ makes little sense since the full disc
s missing. The analysis of this region on the sky will need to be the
opic of future studies in which Local Bubble analogues are extracted
rom high-resolution simulations of the full Galactic disc with star
ormation, stellar feedback, and a realistic multiphase description of
he ISM. Ho we ver, we note that already our current model is able to
eproduce the observed convergence points of the field at l ≈ ±90 ◦. 

At low and intermediate galactic latitudes (15 ◦ ≤ | b | ≤ 65 ◦),
e found that the magnetic field lines, inferred from dust synthetic
olarization observations, display an o v erall morphological pattern
nd polarization degree in good agreement with current models of the
agnetic field structure in the Local Bubble walls (see e.g. Alves et al.

018 ) and with the Planck data at 353 GHz (Planck Collaboration I
016a ). 
Observations of the polarization around the North and South

alactic Poles ( | b | > 65 ◦) indicate a highly regular and coherent
agnetic field structure (Planck Collaboration XLIV 2016c ). Our

imulations are in tension with these results, as we found a high
egree of small-scale structures, caused by the local turbulence in
he expanding bubble walls, as well as indications of open field lines,
onsistent with the fact that one of the caps of the studied cavity
as already burst open into the low-density gas abo v e the disc mid-
lane, and the other cap is expected to do so in a few Myr. As our
ocal ISM model has no global toroidal magnetic field component,
s is characteristic for rotationally supported spiral galaxies (Beck
013 ; Borlaff et al. 2021 ), we conclude that a coherent large-scale
eld component may be necessary for explaining the observed
olarization pattern at high Galactic latitudes. Again, this emphasizes
he need for conducting high-resolution global disc simulations to
nvestigate this further. An alternative explanation could be that our
ocal Bubble candidate has an unrealistically high level of turbulence
nd fragmentation. It is therefore important to further study the gas
ynamical properties of the Local Bubble and better measure the
ocal velocity dispersion as function of distance from the Sun in
ifferent directions. 
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Finally, we note that given the current estimates of structure and 
patial extent of the Local Bubble (e.g. Alves et al. 2018 ; Pelgrims
t al. 2020 ; Zucker et al. 2022 ), it seems likely that the cavity is in
he process of bursting into the low-density gas abo v e the disc mid-
lane, or has already done so. Our results indicate that it is difficult
o distinguish between an open and a closed galactic cap based only
n the field morphology derived from polarization measurements. 
urther data are required, ideally, from the combination of dust 
xtinction measurements and starlight polarization observations to 
btain an estimate of the three-dimensional magnetic field structure 
f our nearby Galactic environment. 
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PPENDIX  A :  SIMULATING  A  L O C A L  BU BBLE  

1 Details of the numerical set-up 

e use the numerical simulations from Girichidis et al. ( 2018 ) and
irichidis ( 2021 ), which are part of the SILCC project (Walch et al.
NRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 

igure A1. Density at the mid-plane for two different simulations, B3-1pc (top) 
nitial candidate positions for the bubble search are shown in blue crosses. Only at
ubble ( ∼15). 
015 ; Girichidis et al. 2016 ). The setup co v ers a domain of 500 ×
00 × 500 pc 3 in size. Initially, the gas is uniformly distributed in
he xy plane with a vertical stratification in z. The gas is initially
t rest. We analyse two simulations, hereafter referred to as B3-1pc
nd B6-1pc, with an initial magnetic field set along the x direction
nd with a central intensity of B ( z = 0) = 3 μG and B ( z = 0) =
 μG, respectively. The magnetic field strength scales in the vertical
irection as B ( z) = B ( z = 0)( ρ( z)/ ρ( z = 0)) 1/2 . The three-phase
edium including the filaments, clouds, and voids is the result of
N driving. The SN explosions rate is constant and based on the
ennicutt–Schmidt (KS) relation (Schmidt 1959 ; Kennicutt 1998 )

or star formation. Assuming the initial mass function presented in
habrier ( 2003 ), the star formation rate surface density from the KS

elation translates into an SN rate of 15 Myr −1 for the simulation
ox, where every star above eight solar masses explodes as an SN. 
The SN explosions in the selected simulation set are a mixture of

0 per cent Type Ia and 80 per cent Type II. The Type Ia SN explosions
ave a uniform distribution in x and y and a normal distribution in
 with a scale height of 300 pc . The Type II SN explosions are split
etween individual SN explosions and clustered ones. The individual
N explosions, which correspond to 60 per cent of the Type II, are
laced randomly in the x –y plane and normally distributed in z with
 scale height of 50 pc . The remaining 40 per cent of the Type II
re clustered assuming clusters with a lifetime of 40 Myr and a total
umber of SN explosions, N , ranging between 7 and 20, randomly
rawn from a distribution with a probability scaling with N 

−2 . 
The time evolution of the gas distribution is shown in Fig. A1 for

3-1pc (top panels) and B6-1pc (bottom panels) with some identified
ubbles marked with blue crosses. The most prominent and largest
ubbles correspond to clustered SN feedback. 
and B6-1pc (bottom) for different simulation times (from left to right). The 
 early times, we satisfy the constraints for the number of SNe that drives the 
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Figure A2. All bubbles from the B3-1pc simulation. Every tenth snapshot 
from 10 to 39 Myr is included. Shaded areas are approximate observational 
constraints. Colour-coded is the simulation time. In the early stages, the 
clouds are denser and colder (dark blue points) compared to later times. If we 
consider the volume-weighted magnetic field, no bubble falls into the desired 
range of observational values. However, we only miss the range by less than 
a factor of 1.5. The mass-weighted counterparts fit very well. 
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2 Identification of the Local Bubble in the simulations 

nitially, we select a set of cavities by eye in each simulation
nd identified their central position p 0 = [ x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ]. For each
andidate, we investigate spheres around p 0 with radius r between 
0 and 70 pc. We compute the average density, the total mass in
onized gas, and the mass- and volume-weighted magnetic field and 
emperature. 

Among all the spheres for each candidate, we select the ones which
atisfy the following conditions: 

(i) 10 −27 g cm 

−3 ≤ ρ ≤ 4 × 10 −26 g cm 

−3 ; 
(ii) T ≥ 5 × 10 5 K; 
(iii) 0 . 5 μG ≤ B ≤ 2 μG. 

For the magnetic field strength, we use a selection criterion which
orresponds nicely to the values measured by Xu & Han ( 2019 ).
he magnetic field volume-weighted quantities are below 1 μG. The 
ass-weighted field directly reflects the field in the shell of the

ubble, since the shell mass dominates o v er the mass in the void. In
3-1pc, the mass-weighted field of the bubble as a function of radius
uickly exceeds the value of 2 μG (upper limit in Xu & Han 2019 ),
s a result of local compression with respect to the initial field value.
or this reason, we decided to use the B3-1pc instead of the B6-1pc
imulation. 

A scatter plot with the selected bubbles is depicted in Fig. A2
howing from top to bottom the mass and volume-weighted temper- 
ture as well as magnetic field strength as a function of average cloud
adius. The observational constraints are depicted in shaded colour. 
he colour coding of the points corresponds to the simulation time. 

PPENDI X  B:  DUST  H E ATI N G ,  G R A I N  

L I G N M E N T,  A N D  SYNTHETI C  

OLARI ZATI ON  MAPS  WI TH  P O L A R I S 

OLARIS is a three-dimensional Monte Carlo (MC) dust contin- 
um RT code dedicated to post-process MHD simulations (Reissl 
t al. 2016 ). The code, making use of the physical quantities (e.g.
ensity, temperature, velocity, and magnetic fields) provided by 
HD simulations together with an arbitrary number of radiation 

ources, can compute among other things the dust temperature, the 
rain alignment efficiency, and produce synthetic multiwavelength 
ntensity and polarization maps. 

Linear and circular polarization arise from non-spherical dust 
rains; these elongated grains have the tendency to align their minor
xis with the magnetic field direction and to emit light preferentially
long their major. It is therefore necessary to define a specific
ust model beforehand e.g. resembling the conditions in the ISM 

see Section 4.1 ). The corresponding cross-sections, for sub-mm 

mission, can be computed as 

 x = 

∫ a max 

a min 

N d ( a ) 
[
C ⊥ 

( a ) + C ‖ ( a ) 
]

d a , (B1) 

nd 

C x 
∼= 

sin 2 θ
∫ a max 

a alg 

R( a ) N d ( a ) ×
[
C ⊥ 

( a) − C ‖ ( a) 
]

d a. (B2) 

ere, the quantity C X may represent the cross-sections of extinction, 
cattering, and absorption whereas a alg is the minimal radius of grain
lignment, θ is the angle between the magnetic field direction, and 
he LOS, R ( a ) is the Rayleigh reduction factor accounting for the
rain alignment efficiency, C ⊥ 

( a ) and C � ( a ), respectively, are the
re-calculated cross-sections perpendicular and parallel to the grain 
inor principal axis (see Reissl et al. 2016 ). POLARIS calculates then

he radiation field based on an MC approach in multiple wavelengths
. Once the radiation field is defined, the dust temperature T d 

s determined assuming an equilibrium between the absorption of 
hotons, and thermal dust emission (Lucy 1999 ; Bjorkman & Wood
001 ; Reissl et al. 2016 ) as well as the grain alignment efficiency. 
For the computation of the grain alignment efficienc y, a ke y aspect

n modelling synthetic dust polarization, POLARIS follows the physics 
f the radiative torque alignment theory (RAT; Lazarian & Hoang 
007 ). The hallmark of this theory is that anisotropic radiation
pins-up irregular grains which subsequently align, in the case of 
MNRAS 523, 5995–6010 (2023) 
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Once the dust temperature and the grain alignment efficiency 
are computed, POLARIS can be used to simulate synthetic multi- 
wavelength intensity and polarization maps. To accomplish this, 
the code solves the RT equation in all four Stokes parameters S 

simultaneously. This problem, in the most general form, can be 
expressed as (see e.g. Martin 1971 ; Jones & Hardee 1979 ) 

d 

d � 
S = − ˆ K S + J , (B5) 

where J the emissivity and ˆ K the 4 × 4 M ̈uller’s matrix describing the 
extinction, absorption, and emission are fully defined by the cross- 
sections defined in equation ( B1 ) and equation ( B2 ), respectively. 
Consequently, the emitted total and linearly polarized intensity I and 
P l , respectively, along each LOS accumulate as 

d I ∝ n g C abs B λ( T d )d �, (B6) 

and 

d �P l ∝ n g �C abs × B λ( T d )d �, (B7) 

where n g is the gas number density, B λ( T d ) is the Planck function. 
POLARIS solves equation ( B5 ) along the LOS for each path element 

d � by utilizing a Runge–Kutta solver (see e.g. Ober et al. 2015 ; 
Reissl et al. 2019 ). Moreo v er, the code allows the definition of plane 
detectors, for an observer placed outside the grid, or of HEALPIX 

detectors for an observer placed inside the simulation. For more 
technical details about POLARIS , we again refer the reader to Reissl 
et al. ( 2016 , 2019 , 2020a ), respectively. 
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aramagnetic grains, with the magnetic field direction; this effect
s opposed by the random gas particles bombardment. The spin-up
rocess can be quantified by the ratio (Lazarian & Hoang 2007 ;
oang & Lazarian 2013 ) 

J RAT 

J g 

)2 
∝ a 

( 1 

n g 
T g 

∫ 
λQ RAT γλu λd λ

)2 
, (B3) 

here J RAT and J g are the dust grain angular momentum induced,
espectively, by radiation and by gas collisions. Based on the
roperties of the MC calculated radiation field POLARIS determines
he anisotropy factor γ λ and the energy density u λ (for a detailed
escription, we refer to Reissl et al. 2020a ). For the grain alignment
fficiency, Q RAT , the following parametrization is used 

 RAT = cos � 

{ 

0 . 4 if λ ≤ 1 . 8 a , 

0 . 4 ×
(

λ
1 . 8 a 

)−2 . 6 
otherwise , 

(B4) 

hich is based on the average of a large ensemble of different grain
hapes (Herranen, Lazarian & Hoang 2019 ). In equation ( B4 ), � is
he angle between the anisotropic radiation field and the magnetic
eld direction (for details, see Lazarian & Hoang 2007 ; Reissl et al.
016 , 2020a ). 
Dust grains with a stable alignment are the ones with the ratio

 RAT / J g > 3 (see e.g. Hoang & Lazarian 2013 , for details); it is then
ossible to compute a characteristic grain size a alg , defined as the
ize where J RAT / J g = 3, abo v e which all paramagnetic grains ( a >
 alg ) i.e. will contribute to the dust polarization R ( a ) = 1. Otherwise,
or grain sizes a < a alg the Rayleigh reduction factor is R ( a ) = 0.
urthermore, POLARIS allows only silicate grains to align but graphite
rains cannot due to their different paramagnetic properties (see e.g.
unt, Moskowitz & Banerjee 1995 ; Draine 1996 ; Hoang, Lazarian
 Martin 2014 ; Andersson et al. 2015 ). Hence, R ( a ) = 0 for all

onsidered graphite grain sizes. 
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